Our Difference

Technology - Leveraging technology to grow your business

The Telecom division drives innovation and business growth by leveraging technology for sustainable growth. With a diversified and interconnected portfolio, we leverage our innovative technologies to simultaneously deliver efficiencies and differentiation to our customers. Our innovations manifest themselves in multiple ways; in a technology change that determines the products and services we deliver; or a business model change that defines the value we deliver. Either way, we have integrated innovation into the fabric of our corporate culture and embraced its ever changing nature to deliver next generation products and services that will empower our customers to successfully grow their business.

In short, we are innovating the future.

Long Term Vision - Leading the way to a connected sustainable future

• Delivering smart technology for a smart lifestyle by empowering people, businesses and cities
• Leading the world into the future with transformative innovations that enable greater efficiencies and sustainability

Innovating The Future

We leverage core competencies, rich experience and mature methodologies to offer our customers a diversified and interconnected portfolio of services and solutions that deliver a sustainable future.

Wireless Infrastructure
• In-house telecom tower and monopole manufacturing
• Turnkey cellular roll-out
• Site auditing & tower strengthening
• Hybrid energy solutions

Network Coverage
• In-building coverage solutions
• Active and passive DAS
• Wi-Fi offloading

Broadband
• Smart City
• Fiber optic infrastructure
• VivAlert - Smart alert and information system

Customer Business Enablement (CBE)
• CrossTalk (M2M)
• M-Power (MVNO enablement)
• B/OSS (Converged real time & content billing)

Mobile Financial Services (MFS)
• Mobile FinaGate
• Budget management
• Dedicated money
• Fraud management solution for mobile money services

Public Transport, Smart Cards & NFC
• TraveLink - Public transport ticketing and communications solutions
• SIM toolkit with callback, multi IMSI and IMEI tracker
• NFC – One stop shop for the NFC eco-system

VAS
• Full multi VAS solution – SMS, MMS, VM and IVR
• Remote device management and backup
• Cloud gaming platform
• Mobile gambling

Labs
• Full range of technical services and maintenance
• Engineering solutions and support
Creating a future that will drive sustainable growth

Who We Are

The Telecom division within the MER Group (TASE: CMER) is a leading worldwide telecommunications infrastructure as well as network, software and services solution provider. Focused on innovation, excellence and market leadership, the division boasts a diversified and interconnected portfolio that drives to deliver a connected and sustainable future.

Where We Are Going

The one constant in the telecom world is change. Words such as evolution and revolution are banded about in our industry with alarming regularity. We put forward to look back over the last decade to understand that we have borne witness to a multitude of world-changing solutions. After all, technology is about innovation. Today’s innovations are creating a world that is hyper connected with mobile devices, sensors, social media and high speed networks connecting people to people, people to things and things to things. Tomorrow’s world will leverage these connections to deliver benefit through revenue streams for the telecom industry. As more data and information gets accessed and shared, the smarter and more efficient we become in creating a future that will drive sustainable growth.

How We Get You There

The Telecom division leverages its proven global track record, comprehensive knowledge and accumulated experience to deliver technologically advanced and best-of-breed solutions for a connected and sustainable future. Building on a smart foundation to deliver future services, we harness technological expertise to seamlessly deliver technologically advanced and best-of-breed solutions for a connected industry. As more data and information gets accessed and shared, the smarter and more efficient we become in creating a future that will drive sustainable growth.

Our Innovative Solutions

Wireless Infrastructure

We provide world class end-to-end wireless infrastructure turnkey solutions that are the building blocks of state-of-the-art network architecture and are designed to serve the world’s most demanding telecommunications infrastructures. Our multi-layered expertise and highly trained professional staff provides a wide range of wireless infrastructure services and solutions to verticals and operators worldwide.

Network Coverage

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver seamless wireless and video coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoor and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth.

Mobile Power – Mobile Network Operator (MNO) Framework

Designed for a world where demand for data and capacity continues to grow, the Mobile Power framework provides MNOs with a suite of applications maximizing efficiency and minimizing costs. The framework provides a streamlined solution that integrates with the MNO’s core applications, enabling the MNO to maximize efficiency, reduce costs and drive revenue.

CrossTalk – Vertical-Centric, Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Framework

CrossTalk is a vertical-centric, end-to-end, pure cloud-based framework that enables operators to monetize machine-to-machine (M2M) solutions anywhere, anytime. CrossTalk provides a range of M2M verticals with powerful on-premise and virtual M2M solutions to enable operators to monetize a wide range of business cases. CrossTalk is designed to work with any M2M platform and provide operators with an efficient and effective solution for maximizing the revenue potential of their M2M opportunities.

Network Control

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver seamless wireless and video coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoor and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth.

Mobile FinaGate – Mobile Financial Services and Fraud Management Solution

Mobile FinaGate is an intuitive, secure, end-to-end mobile money solution that enables operators to monetize machine talk by delivering complete yet modular solutions for bill pay, mobile commerce, mobile payments and other mobile transaction services. Mobile FinaGate is architected using state-of-the-art, high-performance components that enable operators to monetize machine talk by delivering complete yet modular solutions for bill pay, mobile commerce, mobile payments and other mobile transaction services.

Smart Cards and NFC

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver seamless wireless and video coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoor and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth.

Broadband

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver seamless wireless and video coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoor and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth.

Computer and Technology Laboratories

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver seamless wireless and video coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoor and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth.

Web

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver seamless wireless and video coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoor and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth.

Cloud

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver seamless wireless and video coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoor and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth.
Who We Are

The Telecom division within the MHC Group (TAGE: CMHC) is a leading worldwide telecommunications infrastructure as well as network, hardware and software solution provider. Focused on innovation, excellence and market leadership, the division boasts a diversified and interconnected portfolio that strives to deliver a connected and sustainable future.

Where We Are Going

The one constant in the telecom world is change. Words such as evolution and revolution are bandied about in our industry with alarming regularity but we just have to look back over the last decade to understand that we have borne witness to a multiplicity of world-changing solutions. After all, technology is about innovation.

Today’s innovations are creating a world that is hyper connected with mobile devices, sensors, social media and high speed networks connecting people to people, people to things and things to things. Tomorrow’s world will leverage these connections to deliver benefits to our livelihoods for the telecom industry. As more data and information gets accessed and shared, the smarter and more efficient we become in creating a future that will drive sustainable growth.

How We Get You There

The Telecom division leverages its proven global track record, comprehensive knowledge and accumulated expertise to deliver technologically advanced and cost effective solutions for a connected and sustainable future.

Building on a firm foundation to deliver future generation services, we harness technological innovation to provide a wide array of advanced, scalable, and sustainable future. We provide solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Our Innovative Solutions

We offer innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Wireless Infrastructure

We provide world class end-to-end wireless infrastructure turnkey solutions combining our core expertise in in-house planning and construction engineering with tower manufacturing and telecom implementation services. We offer network planning, site acquisition, design and construction services through to the procurement of a wide variety of self-support towers, monopoles, guard houses and all kind of antenna platforms. We operate in various jurisdictions delivering turnkey solutions for wireless infrastructure which are designed to deliver execution excellence and unparalleled quality to our customers.

Network Coverage

We offer innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Connectivity

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Sophistication

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Our Innovative Solutions

We provide solutions for real-time control over public, private, and corporate data networks including Ethernet network services that delivers the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Sophistication

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Sophistication

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Our Innovative Solutions

We provide solutions for real-time control over public, private, and corporate data networks including Ethernet network services that delivers the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Sophistication

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Our Innovative Solutions

We provide solutions for real-time control over public, private, and corporate data networks including Ethernet network services that delivers the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Sophistication

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Our Innovative Solutions

We provide solutions for real-time control over public, private, and corporate data networks including Ethernet network services that delivers the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Sophistication

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Our Innovative Solutions

We provide solutions for real-time control over public, private, and corporate data networks including Ethernet network services that delivers the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Sophistication

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Our Innovative Solutions

We provide solutions for real-time control over public, private, and corporate data networks including Ethernet network services that delivers the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services. We provide solutions that deliver the required bandwidth so that the traffic is delivered to the local internet service provider and IP treat services.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Sophistication

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Network Security

Our innovative in-building solutions that deliver spotless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, outdoors and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demands for voice and data bandwidth.

Creating a future that will drive sustainable growth
Creating a future that will drive sustainable growth

Who We Are

The Telecom division within the M2M Group (TAGE: CM2M) is a leading worldwide telecommunications infrastructure as well as network, hardware and software solution provider. Focused on innovation, excellence and market leadership, the division boasts a diverse and interconnected portfolio that strives to deliver a connected and sustainable future.

Where We Are Going

The one constant in the telecom world is change. Words such as evolution and revolution are bandied about in our industry with alarming regularity but we just have to look back over the last decade to understand that we have borne witness to a multitude of world-changing solutions. After all, technology is about innovation.

Today’s innovations are creating a world that is hyper connected with mobile devices, sensors, social media and high speed networks connecting people to people, people to things and things to things. Tomorrow’s world will leverage these connections to deliver benefits beyond precedents for the telecom industry. As more data and information gets accessed and shared, the smarter and more efficient we become in creating a future that will drive sustainable growth.

How We Get You There

The Telecom division leverages its proven global track record, comprehensive knowledge and accumulated expertise to seamlessly deliver technologically advanced and best-of-breed solutions for a connected and sustainable future.

The one constant in the telecom world is change. Words such as evolution and revolution are bandied about in our industry with alarming regularity but we just have to look back over the last decade to understand that we have borne witness to a multitude of world-changing solutions. After all, technology is about innovation.

Today’s innovations are creating a world that is hyper connected with mobile devices, sensors, social media and high speed networks connecting people to people, people to things and things to things. Tomorrow’s world will leverage these connections to deliver benefits beyond precedents for the telecom industry. As more data and information gets accessed and shared, the smarter and more efficient we become in creating a future that will drive sustainable growth.

The Telecom division leverages its proven global track record, comprehensive knowledge and accumulated expertise to seamlessly deliver technologically advanced and best-of-breed solutions for a connected and sustainable future.

The one constant in the telecom world is change. Words such as evolution and revolution are bandied about in our industry with alarming regularity but we just have to look back over the last decade to understand that we have borne witness to a multitude of world-changing solutions. After all, technology is about innovation.

Today’s innovations are creating a world that is hyper connected with mobile devices, sensors, social media and high speed networks connecting people to people, people to things and things to things. Tomorrow’s world will leverage these connections to deliver benefits beyond precedents for the telecom industry. As more data and information gets accessed and shared, the smarter and more efficient we become in creating a future that will drive sustainable growth.

The Telecom division leverages its proven global track record, comprehensive knowledge and accumulated expertise to seamlessly deliver technologically advanced and best-of-breed solutions for a connected and sustainable future.

The one constant in the telecom world is change. Words such as evolution and revolution are bandied about in our industry with alarming regularity but we just have to look back over the last decade to understand that we have borne witness to a multitude of world-changing solutions. After all, technology is about innovation.

Today’s innovations are creating a world that is hyper connected with mobile devices, sensors, social media and high speed networks connecting people to people, people to things and things to things. Tomorrow’s world will leverage these connections to deliver benefits beyond precedents for the telecom industry. As more data and information gets accessed and shared, the smarter and more efficient we become in creating a future that will drive sustainable growth.

Our Innovative Solutions

Wireless Infrastructure

We provide world class end-to-end wireless infrastructure turnkey solutions by combining our core expertise in tower cell and construction engineering with tower manufacturing and telecommunication implementation services. We offer network planning, site acquisition, design and construction services through to the procurement of a wide variety of self-support towers, monopoles, guard towers and all kind of antenna support structures. We operate a state-of-the-art network of pan-India and region-specific turnkey projects dedicated to delivering complete execution excellence and unparalleled quality to our customers.

Network Coverage

We offer innovative in-building solutions that deliver seamless wireless and cellular coverage and superior capacity in office buildings, campuses, airports and underground. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth.

Power - Mobile Virtual Operator (MVO) Framework

In Power is an end-to-end MNO framework that provides MNOs System Integrators and MNOs (both existing and new entrants) with solutions and services required to facilitate any type of related business model. Built to fit today’s competitive market, Power provides the MNO with complete cloud-based solutions, enriched with a wide variety of Value Added Services, providing an important competitive advantage.

CrossTalk - Vertical Centric - Machine to Machine (M2M) Framework

CrossTalk is a vertical-centric, end-to-end, pure cloud-based framework that enables operators to monopole machines by delivering complete yet modular M2M solutions to a range of market verticals, with emphasis on cross-vertical monetization. The market verticals include Agriculture, Municipalities, Utilities, Backhauling, Management, Mobile Parking and Security and Enforcement among others.

BOSS - Billing and Operation Support System

We provide a solution for real-time control over TurnerTalk, TurnerSatellite and network services and business performance that includes a fully hosted, converged cloud billing system that delivers the vendor’s existing functions on a SaaS basis. The fast-track, cost-effective solution is designed to meet the needs of all operators, from small to large, and fits perfectly into any size of project.

Broadband

We provide comprehensive turn key communications solutions for broadband, fiber optics infrastructure and networking. We offer advanced planning, execution and delivery of fiber optic, digital TV and smart city projects. We specialize in delivering flexible and cost-effective FTTH networks solutions based on users’ cost of technology availability, existing infrastructure and budget. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to optimize every aspect of their operators in their quest to become a smart and sustainable city.

B2B

Innovative in-building solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth. Our solutions are designed to deliver complete execution excellence and unparalleled quality to our customers.

Smart Cities

We enable Smart Cities by delivering the fiber infrastructure edge over which essential critical infrastructure services such as city administration, public safety, transportation, utilities and real estate is delivered. We undertake turn-key leveraged infrastructure projects to provide national and local governments with comprehensive, robust and interconnected solutions and services designed to optimize every aspect of their operators in their quest to become a smart and sustainable city.

Smart M2M

With M2M solutions to a range of market verticals, our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth. Our solutions are designed to deliver complete execution excellence and unparalleled quality to our customers.

Mobile FinaGate – Mobile Financial Services and Fraud Management Solution

Mobile FinaGate is an intuitive, secure, end-to-end cloud-based framework of value added services including: an affordable multiVAS solution designed to fit today’s competitive market, value added services including: an affordable m-Pay solution designed to fit today’s competitive market, m-Gate, mobile banking, m-Commerce, m-主题教育, m-Cash, m-Safety, m-Money, m-Insurance, m-Health, m-Travel, m-Entertainment, m-Healthcare among others.

CrossTalk is a vertical-centric, end-to-end, pure cloud-based framework that enables operators to monetize machines by delivering complete yet modular M2M solutions to a range of market verticals, with emphasis on cross-vertical monetization. The market verticals include Agriculture, Municipalities, Utilities, Backhauling, Management, Mobile Parking and Security and Enforcement among others.

Disasters, whether natural or manmade, strike with little or no warning. The ability to warn the population quickly and automatically exists. However it is lacking in that the infrastructure it uses to deliver the alert is often compromised by the disaster. Volunteer is a unique, interactive and always on smart and alert infrastructure system developed to address this issue. It is a resilient broadband telecommunication (EBIT) to deliver real-time crime alerts and other types of information to handheld (mobile, tablet) devices anywhere, anytime.

Value Added Services

We provide a solution for real-time control over TurnerTalk, TurnerSatellite and network services and business performance that includes a fully hosted, converged cloud billing system that delivers the vendor’s existing functions on a SaaS basis. The fast-track, cost-effective solution is designed to meet the needs of all operators, from small to large, and fits perfectly into any size of project.

Broadband

We provide comprehensive turn key communications solutions for broadband, fiber optics infrastructure and networking. We offer advanced planning, execution and delivery of fiber optic, digital TV and smart city projects. We specialize in delivering flexible and cost-effective FTTH networks solutions based on users’ cost of technology availability, existing infrastructure and budget. Our unique and advanced solutions are designed to optimize every aspect of their operators in their quest to become a smart and sustainable city.

Smart M2M

With M2M solutions to a range of market verticals, our unique and advanced solutions are designed to meet the growing demand for voice and data bandwidth. Our solutions are designed to deliver complete execution excellence and unparalleled quality to our customers.

Mobile FinaGate – Mobile Financial Services and Fraud Management Solution

Mobile FinaGate is an intuitive, secure, end-to-end cloud-based framework of value added services including: an affordable multiVAS solution designed to fit today’s competitive market, value added services including: an affordable m-Pay solution designed to fit today’s competitive market, m-Gate, mobile banking, m-Commerce, m-主题教育, m-Cash, m-Safety, m-Money, m-Insurance, m-Health, m-Travel, m-Entertainment, m-Healthcare among others.
Telecom Division

Our Difference

Technology - Leveraging technology to grow your business

The Telecom division drives innovation and business growth by leveraging technology for sustainable growth. With a diversified and interconnected portfolio, we leverage our innovative technologies to simultaneously deliver efficiencies and differentiation to our customers.

Our innovations manifest themselves in multiple ways; in a technology change that determines the products and services we deliver; or a business model change that defines the value we deliver. Either way, we have integrated innovation into the fabric of our corporate culture and embraced its ever changing nature to deliver next generation products and services that will empower our customers to successfully grow their business.

In short, we are innovating the future.

Long Term Vision - Leading the way to a connected sustainable future

• Delivering smart technology for a smart lifestyle by empowering people, businesses and cities
• Leading the world into the future with transformative innovations that enable greater efficiencies and sustainability

Division Business Units

We leverage core competencies, rich experience and mature methodologies to offer our customers a diversified and interconnected portfolio of services and solutions that deliver a sustainable future.

Wireless Infrastructure
- In-house telecom tower and monopole manufacturing
- Turnkey cellular roll-out
- Site auditing & tower strengthening
- Hybrid energy solutions

Network Coverage
- Including coverage solutions
- Active and passive DAS
- Wi-Fi offloading

Broadband
- Smart City
- Fiber optic infrastructure
- ViWatt - Smart watt and information system

Customer Business Enablement (CBE)
- CrossTalk (M2M)
- M-Power (MVNO enablement)
- B/OSS (Converged real time & content billing)
- Mobile Financial Services (MFS)
- Mobile FinaGate
- Budget management
- Dedicated money
- Fraud management solution for mobile money services

Public Transport, Smart Cards & NFC
- TraveLink - Public transport ticketing and communications solutions
- SIM toolkit with callback, multi IMSI and IMEI tracker
- NFC – One stop shop for the NFC eco-system

VAS
- Full multi VAS solution – SMS, MMS, VM and IVR
- Remote device management and backup
- Cloud gaming platform
- Mobile gambling

Labs
- Full range of technical services and maintenance
- Engineering solutions and support

Solutions

Enhancing Connectivity
Supporting Sustainability
Harnessing Innovation

About MER Group

Established in 1948, the MER Group maintains a diversified portfolio of over a dozen subsidiaries focusing on three main sectors – telecom, security and cleantech – while investing in other areas including satellite communications, biotechnology and materials science. Publicly traded (TASE: CMER) since 1992, MER Group has a substantial global footprint with approximately 40 offices around the world employing more than 1200 people. For more information visit www.mer-group.com
Our Difference

Technology - Leveraging technology to grow your business
The Telecom division drives innovation and business growth by leveraging technology for sustainable growth. With a diversified and interconnected portfolio, we leverage our innovative technologies to simultaneously deliver efficiencies and differentiation to our customers. Our innovations manifest themselves in multiple ways: in a technology change that determines the products and services we deliver; or a business model change that defines the value we deliver. Either way, we have integrated innovation into the fabric of our corporate culture and embraced its ever-changing nature to deliver next generation products and services that will empower our customers to successfully grow their business.

In short, we are innovating the future.

Long Term Vision - Leading the way to a connected sustainable future
- Delivering smart technology for a smart lifestyle by empowering people, businesses and cities
- Leading the world into the future with transformative innovations that enable greater efficiencies and sustainability

About MER Group
Established in 1948, the MER Group maintains a diversified portfolio of over a dozen subsidiaries focusing on three main sectors—telecom, security and cleantech—while investing in other areas including satellite communications, biotechnology and materials science. Publicly traded (TASE: CMER) since 1992, MER Group has a substantial global footprint with approximately 40 offices around the world employing more than 1300 people. For more information visit www.mer-group.com